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A meta-analysis to mathematically summarize the eVect of hot and cold
temperature exposure on performance was completed. The results from 515
eVect sizes calculated from 22 original studies suggest that hot and cold
temperatures negatively impact performance on a wide range of cognitive-related
tasks. More speci®cally, hot temperatures of 908F (32.228C) Web Bulb Globe
Temperature Index or above and cold temperatures of 508F (108C) or less
resulted in the greatest decrement in performance in comparison to neutral
temperature conditions (14.88% decrement and 13.91% decrement, respectively).
Furthermore, the duration of exposure to the experimental temperature, the
duration of exposure to the experimental temperature prior to the task onset, the
type of task and the duration of the task had diVerential eVects on performance.
The current results indicate that hot and cold temperature exposure have a
negative impact on performance and that other variables (e.g., length of exposure
to the temperature or task duration) may modify this relationship.

1. Introduction
Adjusting to and working under hot or cold temperatures has long been a challenge
for people living under immoderate weather conditions. In spite of the ability in
industrialized societies to control indoor temperatures, a similar challenge continues
for many people who are regularly exposed to extreme temperatures while working.
Concern about the eVects of temperature on work-related performance has
prompted the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) to
attempt to establish upper limits for occupational exposure (1972). However, in their
revised criteria of 1986, NIOSH did not include upper limits for heat exposure under
the assumption that there was not a well-established relationship between
performance and heat (NIOSH, 1980).

Although a number of governing bodies have attempted to use the available
literature to establish guidelines for on-the-job extreme temperature conditions, they
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have met with limited success. This has been largely due to the con¯icting nature of
the primary studies examining the eVect of temperature extremes on performance.
For example, some studies have reported little, if any, performance loss under
extreme temperature exposure (Chiles 1958, Pepler 1959, Colquhoun 1969, Grether,
et al. 1971, Ramsey 1975, Ramsey and Pai 1975, Lewis, et al. 1983), whereas other
studies have reported performance decrements (Mackworth 1947, Fraser 1957,
Pepler 1960, Bell, et al. 1964, Azer, et al. 1972, Fine and Kobrick 1978).

Perhaps not surprisingly, narrative summaries have also had limited success with
drawing conclusions from the available data on the eVects of temperature extremes
on performance (Ramsey 1995). Although there have been numerous narrative
attempts to summarize the data (Bell and Provins 1962, Grether 1973, Ramsey and
Morrissey 1978, Bell 1981, Kobrick and Fine 1983, Ramsey 1983, Kobrick and
Johnson 1991, Ramsey and Kwon 1992), a clear picture of the results has yet to be
presented. One possible reason for the confusion in the original data and summaries
is the variety of experimental conditions that are used across diVerent studies. For
example, the speci®c type of task, the severity of the temperature exposure, and the
duration of the temperature exposure may have diVerential eVects on performance
under extreme temperature conditions (Wilkinson 1969, Hancock 1984).

A quantitative approach to summarizing the data would allow an examination of
the eVects of temperature extremes on performance and an assessment of the eVects
of variables that may diVerentially impact performance. A type of quantitative
summary examining the relationships among type of task, degree of temperature
exposure, and duration of temperature exposure was recently completed (Ramsey
and Kwon 1992, Ramsey 1995). In these reviews, ®gures were used to plot the
intersection points of the parameters of interest for each study. Although this
approach provided a visual means of summarizing across the studies, it did not
permit strong quantitative conclusions.

A meta-analysis (Hunter, et al. 1982, Hunter and Schmidt 1990) of the data
on temperature exposure and performance should provide much more precise
quantitative results than any of the previous summary studies. The meta-analytic
technique has been successfully used to quantitatively summarize research studies
in a variety of other ®elds, such as clinical psychology, educational psychology,
industrial-organizationa l psychology, physiological psychology, and social psy-
chology (Goyder and McCutcheon 1995, HuVcutt, et al. 1996, Hyman, et al.
1989, Klawansky, et al. 1995, Paus, et al. 1998, Peers and M 1994, Pilcher, et al.
2000, Svartberg and Stiles 1991). Meta-analyti c reviews, because of their
mathematical nature, tend to be objective and consistent. Furthermore, they
have several statistical advantages over the more common narrative review. A
potential problem with every study that uses a sample of a larger population is
that the sample chosen may not actually match the population of interest (i.e., a
sampling error). Because it mathematically averages across studies, a meta-
analysis actually minimizes the in¯uence of sampling error. Moreover, some
original studies may be based on a relatively small sample size, thus creating
problems with low power. A meta-analysis avoids this potential problem by not
performing signi®cance testing at the individual study level. EVectively, in a meta-
analysis, all individual samples are combined into one large sample, which should
be largely representative of the general population of interest. An additional
advantage of the meta-analyti c technique is that it allows an easier de®nition of
the variables (called moderator variables) that may aVect the dependent variable
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of interest. For example, the length of time that each participant is exposed to an
extreme temperature condition is a potential moderator variable.

The purpose of the current study was to use the meta-analytic technique to
provide a comprehensive, quantitative analysis of the eVects of temperature
exposure on performance. To better quantify how temperature exposure may
in¯uence performance, the severity of temperature exposure, duration of the
experimental session, duration of temperature exposure prior to task onset, type
of task, and task duration were de®ned as potential moderator variables.
Because of the con¯icting nature of the original studies and the previous
narrative reviews, it was di� cult to make predictions on the outcome of the
meta-analysis. In general, more extreme temperatures were expected to result in
a greater performance decrement than moderate temperatures. Predictions on the
potential eVects of the other moderator variables on performance were not
possible.

2. Method
2.1. Location of study data
A thorough data search was completed for the current meta-analysis. The American
Psychological Association’s PsychInfo database was queried for keywords `thermal’,
`temperature’, `hot’, `cold’, and `heat’. The names of the authors that were retrieved
from PsychInfo were also submitted as keyword queries. In addition, recent volumes
of the journals Ergonomics and Human Factors were reviewed for relevant articles
published too recently to appear in the database. The data search identi®ed 527
articles, reports, and dissertations published between 1922 and 1997. Of these, 226
primary studies examining the eVect of environmental temperature conditions on
performance were identi®ed. These studies represented a wide range of experimental
conditions including many diVerent types of dependent measures, hot and cold
temperature exposure, cold water exposure, partial body exposure to temperature
conditions, temperature exposure under laboratory conditions, and temperature
exposure under ®eld conditions.

2.2. Decision rules
The purpose of completing a meta-analysis is to combine the mathematical diVerence
between experimental and control groups across primary studies. To ensure that
combining across studies results in meaningful data, decisions must be made in
advance for selecting studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis. The following criteria
were used for selecting primary studies for inclusion in the current meta-analysis .
First, each study had to report hot or cold environmental temperature exposure as
an experimental condition. Enough information had to be provided about hot
environmental temperature conditions to calculate a Web Bulb Globe Temperature
(WBGT) index (described below), if one was not provided. Air temperature had to
be provided for cold environmental temperature conditions. Cold water exposure
studies and studies where temperature exposure was brought about by clothing or
head gear were excluded from the analysis. Second, the neutral temperatures used in
the primary studies had to meet the criteria shown in the top portion of table 1.
Because the experimental results are compared with the neutral temperature results,
it was important to control for this factor by limiting the neutral temperature range
that would be allowed in the meta-analysis. The neutral temperature ranges were
chosen after reviewing the primary studies to determine what temperatures were
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most often used as neutral conditions for comparison to hot and cold exposure. For
the current meta-analysis , studies using hot temperature conditions had to use a
neutral temperature condition between 60 ± 69.98F (15.56 ± 21.068C). WBGT and
studies using cold temperature conditions had to use a neutral temperature condition
between 65 ± 758F (18.33 ± 23.898C). Third, each study had to report on at least one
type of performance measure (e.g., reaction time, tracking, memory tasks). Studies
using only motor-speci®c tasks, self-report tasks, or physiological measures were
excluded from the analysis. Last, enough reliable information had to be provided in
the study to allow computation of an eVect size statistic for each performance
measure. In the case of the current set of data, this usually meant a direct reporting
of means and standard deviations or a clear enough graph such that the data could
be estimated. Based on these four criteria, 23 of the 226 primary studies could be
used in the meta-analysi s (Pepler 1953, Bursill 1958, Pepler 1958, Givoni and Rim
1962, Dean and McGlothlen 1964, Youngling 1965, Reilly and Parker Jr. 1968,
Gri� ths and Boyce 1971, Colquhoun and Goldman 1972, Reddy 1974, Bell 1978,
Langkilde 1979, Epstein, et al. 1980, Beshir, et al. 1981, Lewis, et al. 1983, Enander
1987, Sharma and Panwar 1987, Thomas, et al. 1989, Armstrong and Thomas 1990,
Razmjou and Kjellberg 1992, ShurtleV, et al. 1994, Razmjou 1996, van Orden and
Benoit 1996).

Table 1. Coding characteristics.

Neutral Temperature Ranges
A. 60 ± 69.98F (15.56 ± 21.068C) WBGT: hot experimental temperature conditions
B. 65 ± 758F (18.33 ± 23.898C): cold experimental temperature conditions

Type of Temperature Exposure
A. Hot (5708F [21.118C] WBGT)

1. Hot1 (70 ± 79.98F [21.11 ± 26.618C] WBGT)
2. Hot2 (80 ± 89.98F [26.67 ± 32.178C] WBGT)
3. Hot3 (5908F [32.228C] WBGT)

B. Cold (5658F [18.38C])
1. Cold1 (50 ± 64.98F [10 ± 18.288C])
2. Cold2 (5508F [108C])

Duration of Experimental Session
A. Short (5120 mins)
B. Long (5120 mins)

Duration of Pre-task Temperature Exposure
A. None
B. Short (1 ± 59 mins)
C. Long (560 mins)

Type of Performance Task
A. Reaction time
B. Attention/Perceptual
C. Mathematical processing
D. Reasoning, learning, memory

Duration of Task Battery
A. Short (560 mins)
B. Long (560 mins)
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It is important to note that rejecting numerous primary studies in a meta-analysi s
is a common occurrence. In fact, selecting only those articles that meet speci®c
criteria is the primary means of insuring that the studies used are valid for the meta-
analysis being conducted. The purpose of establishing strict criteria for inclusion is
to ensure that mathematically combining across the studies that meet the criteria
results in meaningful data.

2.3. Temperature calculation
Studies that used high temperatures as the experimental condition had to report the
environmental condition either as the WBGT heat index or provide enough
information to calculate the WBGT. Some studies reported the environmental
temperature in the form of the EVective Temperature (ET) index. In this case, the ET
was converted to WBGT using equation 1 (Brief and Confer 1971):

WBGT ˆ …ET-13:1†=0:823 …1†

Other studies reported the environmental temperature in the form of dry bulb (DB)
and wet bulb (WB) temperatures. For these cases, it was assumed that air
temperature was approximately equal to globe temperature when air movement was
negligible or unreported in experiments conducted indoors (Ramsey 1995). Thus,
assuming that the natural and psychrometric wet bulb temperatures were equivalent,
DB and WB temperatures were converted to WBGT using equation 2 (Parsons
1995):

WBGT ˆ 0:7 WB ‡ 0:3 DB …2†

2.4. Coding of study information
A special coding form was developed to record pertinent information from each of
the primary studies that met the criteria for inclusion. Potential moderator variables
were identi®ed by reviewing the literature related to environmental conditions and
performance. The categories chosen for the current analysis are listed in the bottom
portion of table 1. First, all primary studies were coded for the type of environmental
temperature exposure: hot or cold. Hot temperature conditions were de®ned as
experimental temperatures of 708F (21.118C) WBGT or above and were further
categorized as Hot1 (70 ± 79.9 8F [21.11 ± 26.618C] WBGT), Hot2 (80 ± 89.98F
[26.67 ± 32.178C] WBGT), or Hot3 (5908F [32.228C] WBGT). Cold temperature
conditions were de®ned as experimental temperatures of less than 658F (18.338C)
and were further categorized as Cold1 (50 ± 64.98F [10 ± 18.288C]) and Cold2 (5508F
[108C]). The endpoints for the hot and cold categories were determined by the range
of temperatures used in the 23 primary studies that met the decision rules for
inclusion in the current meta-analysis. The endpoints for the hot and cold
subcategories (Hot1, Hot2, Hot3, Cold1, Cold2) were determined after thoroughly
reviewing the temperature ranges in the primary studies used in the current analysis
and were chosen to equalize, as much as possible, the number of studies in each
temperature subcategory. Second, the duration of the complete experimental session
was coded as either short (5120 mins) or long (5120 mins). The experimental
session included any pre-task exposure to the temperature as well as the duration of
all task trials and all tasks that were completed under temperature conditions. Third,
the time that participants were exposed to the temperature conditions prior to
working on the task (pre-task exposure) was categorized as none, short (1 ± 59 mins),
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or long (560mins). Fourth, the type of task was de®ned as reaction time tasks,
attentional or perceptual tasks (e.g., vigilance, tracking or acuity tasks), mathema-
tical tasks (e.g., multiplication or adding tasks, identifying lower versus higher
numbers), or reasoning, learning, or memory tasks (e.g., logic tasks, word recall
tasks). Last, task duration was categorized as short (560 mins) or long (560 mins).
The criteria for the potential modi®er variables listed above were determined after
reviewing the primary studies being used in the current analysis and examining
natural cutoV points for the duration categories and logical task categories for
collapsing across the primary studies. This is commonly done when choosing
categories for a meta-analysis (Pilcher and HuVcutt 1996).

An eVect size statistic, which indicates how many standard deviations the mean
of the experimental group diVered from the mean of the control group, was
computed for each study using the technique described by Hunter and Schmidt
(1990). The eVect size statistic, d, was calculated using equation 3 where X

-
E is the

mean of the experimental group, X
-

C is the mean of the control group, and Sp is the
standard deviation pooled across both groups.

d ˆ…XE ¡ XC†=Sp …3†

Equation 4 is the formula for computing the pooled standard deviation, where NE

and SE represent the sample size and standard deviation for the experimental group
and NC and SC represent the sample size and standard deviation for the control
group.

Sp ˆ
���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
‰…NE-1†S2

E ‡ …NC-1†S2
CŠ=‰…NE-1† ‡ …NC-1†Š

q
…4†

In calculating eVect sizes, careful attention was paid to the sign of the eVect size
statistic to insure that a positive d-score represented better performance in the
experimental group than in the control group, whereas a negative d-score indicated
worse performance.

It is important to note that most of the studies used in the current analysis used
more than one of the conditions being coded, thus resulting in multiple d-scores for
the majority of studies. For example, studies often used more than one experimental
temperature condition or more than one type of performance task. A total of 517 d-
scores were calculated from the 23 primary studies. However, the results presented
here are based on 515 d-scores from 22 primary studies. One study (Beshir et al.
1981) which met the criteria for inclusion was removed from the meta-analysis
following the calculation of the individual d-scores. The d-scores calculated from this
study (712.2 and 714.53) were excluded as outliers. For comparison, the d-scores
resulting from the 22 studies used in the current meta-analysis ranged from 74.39 to
1.86.

The 22 primary studies used in the current analysis included data from 317
experimental participants. Because the data from each participant were usually
included in more than one coding condition, the current results are based on a total
of 7044 data points. In addition, most studies exposed their participants to both the
neutral and experimental temperature conditions. Therefore, not only were multiple
d-scores computed for many of the primary studies, the d-scores were not entirely
independent. This commonly occurs in the meta-analytic technique. In the case of
the current study, this had a minimal impact on the over-all d-score results. The
repeated-measures within most of the studies would have underestimated the
variance associated with the d-scores but would not have aVected the d-scores
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themselves. Thus, the pattern and strength of the d-scores reported here were
unaVected by repeated-measures designs.

The reliability of the coding process was assessed by having two independent
researchers code each of the primary studies that met the criteria for inclusion. The
correlations for the d-scores and for each of the categories coded on the coding form
were very high (ranging from 0.98 to 1.00). The few disagreements between the two
raters were investigated and resolved. The high correlations between the two raters
indicate that the necessary information could be coded reliably from the studies.

2.5. Meta-analyti c methodology
All meta-analyses were completed using an SAS (SAS Institute INC, Cary, N.C.)
computer program (HuVcutt, et al. 1992) that mathematically combines d-scores
across primary studies. The result is an estimate of the mean eVect size across the
studies (i.e., the average number of standard deviations the experimental group
distribution was oVset from the control group distribution) and the variability
observed around this average. All computations were weighted by sample size, since
studies based on a larger sample are more stable than those based on a smaller
sample (Hunter, et al. 1982, Hunter and Schmidt 1990).

It should be noted that the SAS program does not provide any tests of statistical
signi®cance. Signi®cance testing is not typically done in the meta-analytic procedure
as these procedures were developed to avoid the problems and limitations intrinsic to
signi®cance testing (Hunter, et al. 1982, Hunter and Schmidt 1990). Furthermore,
because sampling errors tend to average out when combining across primary studies,
average eVect sizes from a meta-analysis represent direct estimates of the overall
strength of a relationship in the population. Finally, the variability around the mean
re¯ects the degree to which other variables moderated the relationship. Therefore,
the variability does not represent a lack of consistency within the data, but, instead,
provides an indication of how other variables may aVect the speci®c variable of
interest.

The overall goal of the current study was to examine the eVects of hot and cold
temperature exposure on performance. As a ®rst step, a meta-analysis that collapsed
across all temperature and performance task conditions was completed. This
provided an overall estimate of the eVect of temperature exposure on performance.
Second, a separate meta-analysis for each of the major categories was completed.
This included an analysis of the eVect of hot and cold temperature exposure on
performance, the eVect of duration of temperature exposure on performance, the
eVect of pre-task temperature exposure on performance, the eVect of the type of task
on performance, and the eVect of task duration on performance. The third level of
the meta-analysis collapsed across the temperature subcategories and examined each
of the major coding categories separately for the hot and cold temperature
conditions. Finally, an additional analysis was completed for the hot temperature
condition for temperatures 808F (26.678C) WBGT and higher (collapsing across
Hot2 and Hot3 temperature subcategories).

The mean d-scores calculated in each of the analyses represent the mean number
of standard deviations the experimental temperature group diVered from the neutral
temperature group for the particular variable being examined. The variance for each
of the d-scores re¯ects the extent to which other experimental variables aVected the
magnitude of the diVerence between the experimental and control groups. These
analyses were designed to follow a hierarchical strategy as is typically done in meta-
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analytic procedures (Hunter and Schmidt 1990). In general, the current meta-
analyses gradually split up the data into smaller chunks based on the coding
characteristics, thus making the analyses more and more speci®c. By dividing the
data into progressively smaller pieces, the number of studies and the number of d-
scores being analysed at any one time became smaller and smaller. Naturally, the
smaller the number of studies and d-scores in any given category, the more tentative
the results.

3. Results
The results from the ®rst stage of the analyses are presented in the top line of table 2.
Combining across all coding categories, including hot and cold temperature
conditions, resulted in an overall eVect size of 70.192. This indicates that the mean
performance of the experimental group (those participants exposed to either hot or
cold temperature conditions) was 0.192 standard deviations less than the average
performance of the control group (the neutral temperature group). More practically,
as shown in the percentage diVerence column in table 2, hot and cold temperature
exposure resulted in a 7.61% decrement in performance in comparison to the neutral
temperature condition. Note that all percentiles presented in the tables assume that
the d-scores approximate a normal z distribution and can be obtained from standard
z-score tables.

Table 2. Meta-analysis results for each major category.

d- a %DiVb Var(d- )c N(d- )d N(St)e N(Pt)f

Overall 70.192 77.61 0.429 515 22 7044

Hot exposure 70.150 75.96 0.363 315 16 4229
Hot1 70.020 70.80 0.193 148 7 2342
Hot2 70.189 77.50 0.548 60 8 685
Hot3 70.382 714.88 0.503 107 9 1202

Cold exposure 70.255 710.06 0.522 200 9 2815
Cold1 70.197 77.81 0.381 104 4 1788
Cold2 70.356 713.91 0.750 96 6 1027

Short experimental session 70.410 715.91 0.709 189 11 1900
Long experimental session 70.147 75.84 0.298 264 10 4536

No pre-task temp duration 70.101 74.02 0.143 185 8 3277
Short pre-task temp duration 70.127 75.05 0.362 103 7 1090
Long pre-task temp duration 70.472 718.15 0.842 165 9 2069

Reaction time tasks 70.005 70.20 0.151 37 5 752
Attention/Perceptual tasks 70.195 77.73 0.379 285 16 4310
Mathematical processing tasks 70.033 71.32 0.259 94 7 962
Reasoning/Learning/Memory tasks 70.469 718.05 0.881 99 8 1020

Short task duration 70.513 719.60 0.850 225 12 2227
Long task duration 70.072 72.87 0.147 228 9 4209

aMean eVect size; bpercentage diVerence between neutral and experimental temperature
conditions; cvariance around the mean eVect size; dnumber of eVect sizes; enumber of studies;
fnumber of data points in experimental groups.
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The remainder of table 2 contains the results from the second stage of the
analyses. As can be seen, cold exposure resulted in worse performance (10.06%
decrement) than hot exposure (5.96% decrement). In both hot and cold exposure
conditions, the nearer the temperature was to the neutral range the less eVect it had
on performance. Within hot environments, Hot1 temperatures resulted in a 0.80%
decrement in performance, Hot2 temperatures resulted in a 7.50% decrement, and
Hot3 temperatures resulted in a 14.88% decrement. For cold environments, Cold1
temperatures resulted in a 7.81% decrement in performance and Cold2 temperatures
resulted in a 13.91% decrement.

The length of the experimental session also had an eVect on performance. Short
experimental sessions had a stronger negative eVect on performance (15.91%
decrement) than long experimental sessions (5.84% decrement). However, the longer
the person was exposed to the temperature prior to task performance (pre-task
temperature duration), the worse the performance. For example, long pre-task
temperature duration resulted in a 18.15% decrement in performance while no pre-
task temperature duration resulted in a 4.02% decrement in performance.

Performance was also aVected by the type of task and task duration.
Performance under environmental temperature exposure conditions was least
aVected for reaction time tasks (0.20% decrement) and most aVected for reasoning,
learning, or memory tasks (18.05% decrement). A 7.73% decrement in performance
was observed in attention or perception tasks and a 1.32% decrement was observed
in mathematical processing tasks. In addition, performance was more aVected by
short task durations (19.60% decrement) than long task durations (2.87%
decrement).

The meta-analytic results from the third level of analyses examining each of the
coding variables for hot and cold experimental conditions are reported in tables 3, 4,
and 5. The top line in tables 3 and 4 indicate the over-all d-score for hot and cold

Table 3. Meta-analysis results for the hot experimental environments.

d- a %DiVb Var(d- )c N(d- )d N(St)e N(Pt)f

Hot exposure 70.150 75.96 0.363 315 16 4229

Short experimental session 70.385 714.99 0.512 108 6 1248
Long experimental session 70.068 72.71 0.264 181 9 2733

No pre-task temp duration 70.054 72.15 0.096 89 5 1692
Short pre-task temp duration 70.186 77.38 0.411 76 5 790
Long pre-task temp duration 70.286 711.26 0.612 124 7 1499

Reaction time tasks 70.060 72.39 0.241 24 4 440
Attention/Perceptual tasks 70.194 77.69 0.416 207 13 2885
Mathematical processing tasks 70.098 73.90 0.406 56 5 500
Reasoning/Learning/Memory tasks 70.004 70.16 0.024 28 3 404

Short task duration 70.385 714.99 0.670 130 6 1257
Long task duration 70.067 72.67 0.190 159 9 2724

amean eVect size; bpercentage diVerence between neutral and experimental tempreature
conditions; cvariance around the mean eVect size; dnumber of eVect sizes; enumber of studies;
fnumber of data points in experimental groups.
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exposure, respectively, as reported initially in table 2. As shown in tables 3 and 4, the
general pattern for hot and cold environmental temperature exposure eVects on
performance was similar to the over-all results, with cold exposure resulting in a
greater negative eVect on performance than hot exposure. However, when examining
hot temperature exposure of 808F (26.678C) WBGT or above (table 5), hot exposure

Table 4. Meta-analysis results for cold experimental environments.

d- a %DiVb Var(d- )c N(d- )d N(St)e N(Pt)f

Cold exposure 70.255 710.06 0.522 200 9 2815

Short experimental session 70.456 717.58 1.084 81 5 652
Long experimental session 70.268 710.57 0.326 83 3 1803

No pre-task temp duration 70.151 76.0 0.188 96 5 1585
Short pre-task temp duration 0.027 1.08 0.202 27 2 300
Long pre-task temp duration 70.963 733.22 1.118 41 3 570

Reaction time tasks 0.072 2.87 0.013 13 2 312
Attention/Perceptual tasks 70.197 77.81 0.305 78 6 1425
Mathematical processing tasks 0.037 1.48 0.091 38 4 462
Reasoning/Learning/Memory tasks 70.774 728.05 1.209 71 6 616

Short task duration 70.679 725.14 1.034 95 6 970
Long task duration 70.082 73.27 0.068 69 2 1485

amean eVect size; bpercentage diVerence between neutral and experimental temperature
conditions; cvariance around the mean eVect size; dnumber of eVect sizes; enumber of studies;
fnumber of data points in experimental groups.

Table 5. Meta-analysis results for the Hot2 and Hot3 experimental environments.

d- a %DiVb Var(d- )c N(d- )d N(St)e N(Pt)f

Hot2/3 exposure 70.312 712.25 0.528 167 12 1887

Short experimental session 70.462 717.80 0.504 90 6 1040
Long experimental session 70.128 75.09 0.498 75 6 839

No pre-task temp duration 70.279 710.99 0.264 19 2 338
Short pre-task temp duration 70.252 79.95 0.409 58 5 582
Long pre-task temp duration 70.362 714.13 0.691 88 6 959

Reaction time tasks 70.064 72.55 0.373 16 3 240
Attention/Perceptual tasks 70.359 714.02 0.494 121 9 1483
Mathematical processing tasks 70.358 713.98 1.234 26 2 120
Reasoning/Learning/Memory tasks 0.044 1.75 0.071 4 2 44

Short task duration 70.462 717.80 0.695 112 6 1049
Long task duration 70.125 74.97 0.257 53 6 830

amean eVect size; bpercentage diVerence between neutral and experimental temperature
conditions; cvariance around the mean eVect size; dnumber of eVect size; enumber of studies;
fnumber of data points in experimental groups.
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had a slightly greater negative eVect on performance than cold exposure. When
comparing the cold (table 4) and the Hot2 and Hot3 temperature subcategories
(table 5), the general pattern remained similar to the over-all results reported in table
2. Performance was worse under short temperature exposure conditions than under
long temperature exposure conditions. Long pre-task temperature durations resulted
in worse performance than either no pre-task temperature duration or short pre-task
temperature duration for both hot and cold. Finally, worse performance was
observed in short task durations than in long task durations. The biggest diVerence
between hot and cold temperature exposure was seen in the mathematical and the
reasoning, learning and memory tasks. Performance on mathematical-related tasks
was worse under hot than cold environmental conditions. In contrast, performance
on reasoning, learning, and memory tasks was more negatively impacted by cold
exposure than hot exposure.

Finally, to emphasize the general eVect of temperature extremes on performance,
®gure 1 presents the mean percentage diVerence for each temperature subcategory
(the complete data for each of the temperature subcategories are presented in table
2). As shown, the overall pattern of results is an inverted U-shape function between
performance and the degree of temperature exposure. When averaging across all
moderator variables within each temperature subcategory, the inverted U-shape
becomes almost perfectly symmetrical between the cold subcategories and the Hot2
and Hot3 subcategories. While the Hot1 condition had very little eVect on
performance, the Cold2 and Hot3 temperature conditions resulted in the overall
greatest decrement in performance.

4. Discussion
The current results indicate that both hot and cold temperature exposure had a
negative eVect on performance in a variety of diVerent types of tasks. As expected,

Figure 1. The mean percent diVerence in performance between the neutral temperature
groups and the ®ve temperature subcategories. Cold2: 5508F (108C); Cold1: 50 ±
64.98F (10 ± 18.288C); Hot1: 70 ± 79.98F (21.11 ± 26.628C) WBGT; Hot2: 80 ± 89.98F
(26.67 ± 32.178C) WBGT; Hot3: 5908F (32.228C) WBGT.
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the greatest detriment in performance occurred under the coldest conditions (550 8F
[108C]) and the hottest conditions (5908F [32.228C] WBGT) ± a 13.91% and a
14.88% average decrement, respectively. The Cold1 (50 ± 64.98F [10 ± 18.288C]) and
Hot2 (80 ± 89.98F [26.67 ± 32.178C] WBGT) temperature conditions resulted in a
smaller decrement in performance, whereas the Hot1 (70 ± 79.98F [21.11 ± 26.628C]
WBGT) temperature condition had little eVect on performance.

Furthermore, the eVects of temperature exposure on performance varied by the
type of task. Cold exposure (5658F [18.338C]) resulted in a large negative eVect on
performance on reasoning, learning, and memory tasks whereas exposure to hot
environments of 808F (26.678C) WBGT or above on average resulted in a small
improvement in performance on these types of tasks. In contrast, attentional and
perceptual tasks were more negatively aVected by hot exposure (5808F [26.678C]
WBGT) than by cold exposure. Similarly, performance on mathematical tasks and
on reaction time tasks was negatively aVected by hot exposure (5808F [26.678C]
WBGT) but not by cold exposure. Although these data may seem confusing when
attempting to break them down as was done in tables 4 and 5, ®gure 1 provides an
easy way to estimate the eVect of temperature exposure on performance. This
inverted-U shaped function may be especially useful when examining a typical work
environment where the employee may be involved in a variety of tasks and a variety
of environmental conditions, such as length of task duration or length of
temperature exposure, simultaneously. In this type of real world setting, ®gure 1
provides the best estimate of the eVect of temperature exposure on performance.

Although the current results do not completely agree with previous narrative
summaries, there is some degree of overlap. For example, in his recent reviews,
Ramsey (Ramsey and Kwon 1992, Ramsey 1995) concluded that environmental
temperatures of 86 to 928F (30 ± 33.338C) WBGT had a negative eVect on
performance of complex perceptual motor tasks but no consistent eVect on
mental/cognitive tasks or very simple perceptual motor tasks. With the exception
of the mathematical processing tasks in the current study, these results are generally
in agreement with the current results. As Ramsey did not separate mathematical
processing tasks as an independent task category, it is impossible to compare the
current results with Ramsey’s results on those type of tasks. Another review found
that mental tasks are not aVected by hot exposure in the range of 86 to 928F (30 ±
33.338C) WBGT but monitoring, tracking and vigilance tasks are (Echeverria, et al.
1991). Again, these conclusions closely match the current data with the exception of
the mathematical processing tasks category. Also similar to the current results, other
narrative summaries have concluded that high temperatures resulted in more severe
performance decrements than more moderate temperatures (Grether 1973, Bell 1981,
Hancock 1984).

In contrast to the number of reviews on the eVects of hot temperature exposure,
few eVorts have been made to summarize the eVects of cold exposure on
performance. Earlier reviews examining the eVects of cold exposure on performance
found that more extreme cold exposure impairs performance more than moderate
temperatures (Fox 1967, Hancock 1984, Enander 1987). In general, the current
meta-analyti c results agree with these conclusions.

One of the advantage s of the current quantitative review over the previous
reviews is the ability to clearly examine the eVects of diVerent moderator variables on
performance. Of the variables investigated in the current study, only the duration of
the experimental session has been examined in narrative reviews. In his recent
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reviews, Ramsey (Ramsey and Kwon 1992, Ramsey 1995) concluded that the
duration of exposure to heat was not related to performance. In contrast, the current
results indicate that experimental sessions of less than 2 hours had a stronger
negative impact on performance than longer durations. Similarly, tasks durations of
less than 60 minutes resulted in poorer performance than longer tasks. One possible
explanation for these data is that people adjust to some extent to working under
extreme temperature conditions and may actually improve their performance over
time when the necessary task continues throughout the temperature exposure time.
This would indicate that in working environments that involve extreme temperature
exposure, worse performance would be expected at the beginning of the working day
than later in the day.

However, the current data also suggest that performance after a pre-task
temperature duration of at least 1 hour was substantially worse than performance
either immediately upon exposure to the temperature or performance within one
hour of exposure to the temperature. These results would suggest that exposure to
extreme temperatures prior to a speci®c task onset would likely bring about
substantially worse performance on the new task. This would indicate that workers
may need to perform the task in the temperature condition in order to adapt to the
working environment and improve performance. This could be especially
problematical in industrial environments where workers may be performing
relatively routine tasks for a period of time under an extreme temperature condition,
but after a period of exposure would not be able to completely apprehend and
respond to changing parameters and performance criteria on the job.

The current results suggest that to better understand the eVects of temperature
exposure on performance it is necessary to better document the eVects of moderator
variables on performance, especially variables concerning temperature and task
duration. There are also other variables that may impact performance under extreme
temperature conditions such as level of acclimatization to the temperature, level of
personal arousal, amount of body temperature change brought about by
temperature exposure, and level of training on the task. The current study could
not investigate these potential moderator variables because most studies either did
not report these types of data or did not report the data in enough detail for a meta-
analysis. More comprehensive meta-analyses can be completed when more studies
have been published with full descriptive data.

Perhaps the major limitation of the current investigation was that many primary
studies that may have been used in narrative summaries were rejected from the
current meta-analysis . As explained in the methods section, rejecting many primary
studies is a common occurrence in a meta-analysis. Although it is not necessary to
include all possible primary articles in a meta-analyti c review, it is important that a
bias not be introduced inadvertently into the data. Because the studies rejected in the
current meta-analysi s were rejected according to rules designed to result in a
scienti®cally sound meta-analysis , there is no a priori reason to assume that the
articles rejected were systematically diVerent in their results from the ones that were
included. In addition, where they are comparable, the current overall results agree
with many recent narrative summaries, indicating that the current data base was
similar to the ones examined in the narrative summaries. The best way to solve this
limitation is for future primary studies to include full descriptive data. This would
allow for more studies to be included in a future meta-analysis and more moderator
variables to be examined.
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In summary, the current meta-analyti c review on the eVects of hot and cold
temperature exposure on performance supports four major conclusions. First, the
eVect of cold and hot temperature exposure resulted in an inverted U-shape function
with cold exposure of 508F (108C) or less and hot exposure of 908F (32.228C) WBGT
or more resulting in the worse performance. In contrast, temperatures between 70
and 79.98F (21.11 ± 26.618C) WBGT resulted in very little eVect on performance.
Second, temperature exposure had a diVerential eVect on diVerent types of tasks with
hot exposure of over 808F (26.678C) WBGT having the most negative eVect on
attentional and perceptual type tasks and mathematical processing tasks whereas
cold exposure of less than 658F (18.338C) had the most negative eVect on reasoning,
learning, and memory tasks. Third, short exposure to temperature conditions and
short task durations resulted in worse performance than longer durations. Last, pre-
task temperature exposure of more than 60 minutes resulted in a substantial
decrement in performance. These data suggest that industries requiring workers to
perform under either hot or cold temperature conditions should be aware of the
potential negative eVects of temperature exposure on performance.
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